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recommepdations on training, it was deemed desirable
for ICET to explore a number of other training possi-
bilities, These possibilities narrowed down to a new

concept called "minicourses" and the better-known cor-

"e"ponden"e 
method of course delivery. Audio-visual-

basèd training packages were considered to be quite
effective, but ICET felt that the cost of providing these
materials to a large number of technicians spread
across the country-some in remote areas-made them
comparatively exPensive.

The difficulty and, again' the expense of keeping
materials current and an apparent duplication of effort
in developing materials on the same subject matter
warranted an examination of the concept of a mini-
course constructed as an inexpensive manual. ICET
prepared drafts of 24 different minicourses structured
lo cìrrespond to specific work elements. The courses
were reviewed by practicing engineers and technicians
in state, federal, and private engineering offices' In
the feedback received from these Íeviewers, they sup-
ported the concept of the minicourse approach but cited
no-e.oos problems with the course drafts. The nature
of the problems reflected the need for considerable
expertise in selecting and presenting the topical eontent
inways that were valid in different states and employ-
ment situations. This expertise could only be developed
over a considerable period of time.

ICET, supported by approval of the minicourse con-
cept but lacking in expertise to develop the training
måterials in-house, contacted the International Corres-
pondence School (fCS) of Scranton, Pennsylvania' It was

iound that ICS had been using the job-task-inventory
approactt to training (similar to work elements) for
many years as a means of increasing educational effec-
tiveness and efficiency. Because of the apparent com-
patibility between the ICS program and the training re-
^quirements 

needed to support the ICET certification
p"og""-, the AASHTO task force recommended that
ÑSÈn an¿ lCET work with ICS to establish a major train-
ing resource for all transportation engineering techni-
ciáns employed in both the public and private sectors'
NSPE followed through and signed an agreement with
ICS to implement the task force's recommendation'

ICS is currently cross-referencing all of its existing
training materials to the applicable ICET work ele-
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ments so that they will be prepared to advise prospec-

tive students as to which of the ICS courses would be

most appropriate when technicians are seeking certifi-
cation in a þarticular field. ICS is not envisioned as

the sole soo"ce of training materials for students who
are preparing for ICET certification. But it hâs been

i¿eniitiã¿ as a readily available source of training in-
formation for many of the work elements'

From the very beginning, the development of the

technician certification program has benefited from the

support and participation of a substantial number of

indlviduals, Private as well as public-agency em-
ployees have participated because the construction
änd maintenance of the national transportation system
is a massive project that involves millions of people

and billions ol dollats. Technicians are the backbone

of the transportation system; an estimated 750 000 of

them are employecl in highway-related activities alone'
Motivating this work force-e'g', in the identification
of areas in which additional training may be needed to

support career-development plans-is extremely im-
portant.

The Certification Program for Transportation
Engineering Technicians has definite potential for im-
prõving thJwork performance of technicians and ulti-
matety improving the national transportation system
overail. the decision to take advantage of the program
rests with technicians and their employers'
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Training and Education in
Transportation: Future Directions
Lester A. HoeI and Michael D' MeYer

The dramat¡c changes in t¡le environment in which transportat¡on profes'

sionals operate ¡n the Un¡ted States and the impact of these changes on

transporiation education and training are examined' Within a decade'

the d;fin¡tion of the urban transportat¡on "problem" has been expanded

from one focused solely on congest¡on to one that includes at the very

least the relat¡onship bàtween transportation and the following factors:

energy, air quality, ôquity, safety, congestion, land use., noise, and more

efficient use of scarce resources. These new problem defin¡tions and the

ikill, nu""rru.y to deal with them effect¡vely have added to the responsi-

L¡lities of transportation educators and represent forces of change in

U.S. educationål programs. Actions that could be taken to prepare for

the future professional needs of the transportation sector are recom-

mended.

The environment in which transportation professiorìals

;¡;";t" has changed dramatically during the past 10

yãrt". During this time, we have se.en the definition
äi iitå "r¡a" 

tiansportation "problem" expand from one

focused solely on èongestion to one that includes at the

"L"V 
fu""t the relationship between transportation and
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the following factors: energy, air quality, equity,
safety, congestion, Land use, noise, and more efficient
use of fiscal resources $2), In the private sector, we
have seen an increasing lnterest in the application of
technical and management skills to problems in the air,
rail, and trucking industries,

This paper examines what impact these changes have
had and ivill have on transportation education and train-
ing in tlte United States. The results of a survey that
asked representatives of universities about existing and
future education and training programs are presented.
Special emphasis is placed on what directions these
programs must take if the future needs of the trans-
portation sector are to be addressed. The paper con-
cludes by recommending increased interaction between
educators and practitioners to identify and prepare for
the education and training needs of transportation
professionals.

EVOLUTION OF TRANSPORTATION
EDUCATION

It has been only a few decades since state highway de-
partments were concerned almost exclusively with
rural, intercity roads. Indeed, it is only in recent
times that state highway agencies-many of which are
now state departments of transportation (DOTs)-have
been concerned with broader issues than simply the
construction of major highway facilities. Examples
of these new issues include highway maintenance, in-
creasing passenger flows on existing highways, and
citizen involvement in decision making. Furthermore,
highway and transportation agencies are also being
asked to systematically identify a $¡ide range of pos-
sible direct and indirect social, economic, and en-
vironmental effects of proposed actions (e.

The changes that have occurred in the organizational
environment of highway agencies are indicative of the
changes that have occurred throughout the transportation
sector. These cbanges pertain not only to the types of
projects being considered but also to the analytic
methodologies that are used, the objectives ürat are
met, and the actors who are involved in the process.
For example, one of the most significant changes in
urban transportation in recent years has been the shift
toward plaruring that is service oriented rather than
facility oriented, involves reÞtively inexpensive ac-
tions, and seeks the most efficient use of existing
facilities S). This new pJanning emphasis not only
causes problems of methodology but also creates a
need for greater coordination and cooperation among
the many agency staffs that have a significant role to
play in the transportation planning process.

The major changes that have occurred in the meth-
odological framework of urban transportation since
1945 can be summarized by phase, as follows:

1. Conceptual development ( World War II to Ûre
1950s)-(a) new techniques, (b) impact of transportation
on land, and (c) sequential demand models first avail-
able;

2. Operational development (19bOs to the early
1960s) - (a) large -scale transportation studies, (b)
Bureau of Public Roads manuats and codified models,
(c) Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1962, and (d) complex
þnd use models;

3. Stability (1960s)-(a) consolidation, (b) analytic
approach to urban transportation plaruring, and (c) Iand
use and travel demand.

+. uprreavai lialå i'sgo" to the present)-(a) revolr
against highways, (b) public transit, (c) greater im-
portance of exterr¡al factors, (d) relation of transporta-
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tion policy to otler urban policies, and (e) nonoptimal
solutions; and

5. Transition (the present)-(a) institutional change,
(b) long-range and short-range interaction, (c) incor-
poration of other pl,aruning concerns, and (d) types of
projects and strategies.

This chronology reflects the changing skills and
styles of analysis that have been needed in different
eras to address tlie issues as they were defined at the
time" During the years after the Second World War,
most programs in transportation education focused
almost exclusively on the teaching of engineering de-
sign andproject construction. The systems-analysis
tools that were being developed during that period had
not yet been introduced in a major way into the academic
programs of transportation students. The product of
undergraduate programs in transportation engineering
was a person capable of designing, constructing, and
operating the physical facilities that were being de-
veloped throughout the country.

Later, as regional transportation studies became
an increasinqly important component of the urban
transportation pÞnning (UTP) process, new skills and
techniques'were required to implement the computer-
based methodologies and analytic approaches necessary
to successfully complete such studies. Many universi-
ties began active research programs in these topics and
incorporated much of the material in new courses on
transportation systems analysis and transportation
planning, at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
During this period, many schools expanded their focus
from basic engineering design to incl¡de new topic areas
in transportation ptanning and analysis þ. The transi-
tion from engineering-design programs lõ programs
e mphasizing a syste ms -analysis approach occurred
more rapidly at some institutions than at others, and the
dichotomy in program objectives became very evident
during this phase.

During the late 1960s and early 19?0s, public opposi-
tion to many highway construction projects, increased
funding for public transportation, and an increased
awareness of the external impacts of transportation
facilities created a need for transportation professionals
witì special skills and attitudes. There was a need for
people who understood pubtic relations, who could in-
vestigate the environmental impacts of transportation
facilities, who were able to manage and operate (as
well as construct) public transportation services, and
who understood the political environment in which
transportation agencies operated. In response to tìese
new needs, many universities adopted a multidisciplinary
approach to transportation education, and some de-
veloped special training programs for professionals '"vho
had been educated in an earlier era. These programs
were less oriented toward design and computer modeling
and tended to emphasize transportation planning in its
broadest sense. During this phase, transportation re-
search and training were often carried out in an instifute
or center context (Q.

Now it appears that transportation education is once
again in a transition period, during rvhich the changing
definitions of transportation problems will require new
skills and knowledge of fuhrre transportation profes-
sionals. We may be entering an era when the trans-
portation system is in place, and the challenge may be
to improve its utilization and physical condition. Many
factors that are external to the transportation system
itself but tÍat directly affect it may contribute to
fundamental changes in the system as we know it. It
is too soon to say how, if at all, the focus of some
transportation education programs will change to reflect
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this. Early indications are that the general area of
transportation system management, in both the public
and piivate sectors, will be receiving increased atten-
tion in academic programs. If this trend materializes,
management will soon join plaruring, systems analysis,
operations, and engineering design as another char-
aãteristic aspect of transportation academic programs
in this countrY.

The discussion illustrates the relationship between
the changing environment of transportation and the
transportation education process. The changes de-
scribãd are general i¡ nature and do not reflect the

rvide diversity in academic programs and research
efforts. Ir addition, we are looking at major trends
while at the same time recognizÍng the need for profes-
sional skills in each of the major areas-plarning, sys-
tems analysis, operations, engineering design, and

management.
It is difficult to draw general conclusions about

transportation education in the United States. Each
university has its own philosophy of what constitutes
an appropriate education in transportation and its own
timiiõd resqrces for providing this education, and
each operates under different pressures. However, it
is impãrtant to recognize that the transportation field
has uidergone major changes during the past decades

and will Iikely change even more dramatically in the

future. Transportation education will no doubt respond
as it has in the past, with new courses, new mixes in
programs of study, new research topics, and special
ã¿uõational and training programs. Demonstrating
leadership in the academic community in identifying
and addressing future transportation issues and im-
parting to students the qualities needed to-meet new

ànd exciting problems are continuing challenges in
transportation education.

UNIVERSITY PERSPECTIVES ON
TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT

There are many examples in the literature of actions
that individual schools have taken in developing trans-
portation programs and surveys that have been taken
ãf empioyèrs and practitioners to determine whether
engineering graduates exhibited the required com-
pelence. tn the first case, authors have-locused on

ihe relation between research and multidisciplinary
educatÍonal programs (!), the broadening of civil
engineering (especially-transportation). education to

"*io"" 
stuãentJ to the planning and polcy aspects of

enþneering (8,9), the need for interdisciplinary solu-
tio"ns to eneinãding problems GlrÐ' and the func-
tions and components of specific programs in trans-
oortation (12). A second area of discussion has been

ihe continuing educational needs of the engineering
professions (1!.-![).

Both of thilseãieas are important and deserve fur-
ther attention from the transportation profession, but
neither really addresses the issues of what type of
profe ssional ihe t"ansportation education process should

þroduce and what forcès are at work within universities
?n"t li*it their abitity to do so. The first step in
addressing this issue was taken at the 19?3 Highway
Research Þoard Conference on Multidisciplinary Educa-
tion in Transportation. The purpose of the con'ference

was to discusì the problem of providing such multidis-
eiplinary education and to provide a means for educators
to communicate their approaches and experiences to one

another. The five general conclusions reached by the

conference, which highlighted many of the problems
faced by trânsportation educators, serve as a useful
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point of departure for this discussion. The con-ference

þarticipants concluded the following (16):

1. A new profession and discipline of transportation
had come into existence during the past 20 years. The

nature of the discipline was multimodal, relied on a
variety of methods and techniques, and was based on

several theoretical bodies of knowledge.
2, Transportation education, although Ít had re-

sponded to many changes in the past, was still not
sàtisfactorily addressing many of the problems that
were facing the disciPline.

3. Transportation educators were better prepared
than their prèdecessors but still could not agree on the

overall goals of a transportation education program nor
on the mear¡s to be used in achieving them.

4. The two major disciplines in transportation-
engineering and the social sciences-were frequently at
odãs rvith õne another. Or¡e of the reasons for tlris was
the lack of communication between the two groups.

5. University administrations did not recognize any
special plaee for transportation i¡ the university struc-
ture. Aãministrators pointed out the need to respect
already-established disciplines, maintain university
structure, consider university budgets, and remember
the broadly conceived objectives of the academic com-
munity.

Several conterence participants also proposed key
components of graduate transportation education pro-
grams that would expose the student to a broad range

õf issues. More importantly, however' some partici-
pants presented an outline of the type of student the

ãd,r"aiiot programs were trying to produce. Harris
(1?), for example, suggested that students should be

riãlt equipped to achieve three objectives:

1. Establish a basis for further acquisition of knowledge iT this proves a

professional ly desirable step.

2. beal intelligently with skilled professionals in the field and especially

know how io avoid the imposition of bad advice; and

3. Understand the limitations of their own knowledge and the extent to
which they are unable to wisely make major decisions and judgments'

Manheim (18) argued that the transportation profes-
sional must hã-ve e¡pertise in three major areas:
technology, interactions between technology and society,
and role þérception and capabilities. Pignataro G9)
stated that education should prepare a student to be-
come "an effective decision maker without the need for
a vast amount of experience upon which to base the
decisions." The educational program, Pignataro con-
cluded, must therefore be concerned with the problems

and isÉues that transportation will face in the future.
Webber (20) viewed the task of the transportation plan-
ner as beiñg one of "fueling" political debate by pro-
viding analyses and forecasts of likely alternative out-
comeã and by asking sharper questions that \¡/ill engage

more public groups in the dialogue.

CURRE\TT PERSPECTIVES ON
TRANSPORTATION
EDUCATION: RESULTS OF A
SURVEY

The views of the product of the educational process re-
ported in the liteiature clearly reflect significant dif-
i""un"u" of opinion on what a transportation education
should accomplish. Are there such differences in point

of view today? 1ühat substantive areas of knowledge
are graduate students in transportation ex¡losed to in
theiiacademic careers? What types of jobs do
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students accept upon graduation? What do transporta-
tion educators think v¡ill be the major transportation
policy issues in the next decade? And what constraints
do professors face in providing the type of educational
program that they think is necessary to prepare the
students who will eventually deal with these issues?

To find answers to these questions, an informal
telephone survey was conducted with 20 Transportation
Research Board (TRB) university representatives (some
from nonengineering departments) from schools that
have large, well-established transportation programs
as weII as those that have smaller programs that have
only recently been established. The sample was not
large, nor were the questions structured to allow
statistical comparisons between the schools; yet the
survey was helpful in gaining some insight into how
educators currently view trends in transportation educa-
tion.

The questions asked in the survey and the results
obtained are discussed below.

Required Courses

Respondents were asked, What substantive areas of
knowledge are graduate students in transportation ex-
posed to through required courses? Among schools
that had a required core of courses, there was almost
unanimous agreement on the type of co,rrses included.
The primary focus of the core courses was on develop-
ing a familiarity with analytic methods and other tools
of analysis. In most cases, this meant courses in sys-
tems analysis, microeconomics, statistics, and opera-
tions research. Irr the planning-oriented schools,
transportation planning was also required, whereas the
schools more oriented toward engineering required a
course in tra-ffic engineering. What was somewhat
surprising, however, was the relatively Þrge number
of graduate programs that did not have required courses,
In these programs, the students were given a great
deal of flexibility in choosing the types of courses that
made the most sense for their career objectives. Never-
theless, in many cases students ended up selecting a
common transportation core program, The type of
courses in the transportation core program have not
significantly changed in the past five years, Most
respondents stated that ¿uÌy new change in the trans-
portation field is incorporated into tlre material of
existing courses.

One school, however, had developed a completely
new program in transportation that included core
coirrses not only in analysis methods but also in manage-
ment and transportation institutional analysis. This
program was clearly the exception.

Type of Graduate Desired

Respondents were asked, What type of transportation
professional are you trying to produce in your graduate
program? The existence of a core set of courses is
usually indicative of what the faculty views as the
necessary skills of a transportation professional. How-
ever, this question caused the greatest amount of
hesitation on the part of the respondents, partly be-
cause of the ambiguous nature of t¡e question and partly
because, as some respondents commented, they had
never thought about it before. The answer most often
given was that a graduate of the respondent's trans-
portatíon program should be skilled in the use of
quantitative methods but also aware of the arena in
which the transportati on plarure r -enginee r ope rates,

Upon further questioning, it was also discovered
that most of the transportation graduates end up em-
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ployed in the public sector or with consulting firms
that conduct most of their work in the pubtic sector.
This was not surprising to most respondents, given
the üttle emphasis placed (in educational programs)
on the role of tlte private sector.

Problems Anticipated in the 1980s

Respondents were asked, What do transportation educa-
tors see as the major problems facing transportation
during the next decade? The following list summarizes
the problems identified by transportation professors
(listed in order according to the frequency with which
they were mentioned):

1. Better management and operational control of
existing transportation syste ms,

2. The relationship between transportation and
energy,

3, Maintenance of highway facilities,
4, Provision of adequate public transportation ser-

vices,
5. Intercity transportation, and
6. Improvement in traffic safety.

Many respondents readily admitted that they had not
given much thought to the transportation issues that
would surface in the future because they were busy
trying to address problems that had already been
identified.

Constraints on Curriculum Development

Respondents were asked, What constraints do profes-
sors face in developing the type of educational program
that they feel is necessary to produce the transportation
professionals who vd1l deat with future transportation
problems, and are there any recommended courses of
action that will help to loosen these constraints? This
question sparked lively discussion about educational
objectives and how the academic program has been set
up to attain them. Most respondents focused on the
limited availability of funds, which greatly constrains
what they teach and the research they can do. Funds
for basic research in transportation are nonexistent,
as are funds for significant efforts at changing the
transportation curriculum in order to adopt new orienta-
tions and incorporate new problem statements.

Although the university representatives came from a
wide variety of schools, they all spoke about the over-
whelming importance of research in their career de-
velopmeut and complained abo¡rt the shrinking funds for
research support, the trend toward higher levels of re-
quired research support, the need for professors to
search for problems rather than being visionary, the
largest source of research funds coming from federal
agencies that many felt did not have the right perspec-
tive on the issues, the increased demands by state
legislaûrres for more teaching at the undergraduate
level but with no additional fina¡cial support, and the
increased pressure to do outside consulting to make
up for the market differential in salary. Several
professors also noted the difficulties t¡ey had in finding
support in other disciplines for interdisciplinary studies
of transportation problems.

Suggested courses of action that would address many
of these issues included

1. Divide the existing U.S. DOT research funding
programs into two major areas: (a) funding of problem-
oriented, applications-focused research that is cbar-
acteristic of existing programs and (b) funding of basic,
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innovative research aimed at defining future issues and
possible solutions;

2. Develop a new research grant program that would
accomplish the second purpose stated in the above
proposal;- 3. Organize on an annual basis a one- or two-week
session in which transportation educators and other
transportation professionals would discuss fuhrre direc-
tions of transportation in the United States;

4. Change the incentive structure in the universíties
to encourage more interdisciplinary approaches to
transportation Problems ; and

5, Given that most of the previcnrs proposals require
some significant changes (and are thus not likely to be

implemented), incorporate transportati on researchers
anâ educators more heavily in the initial governmental
development of research statements.

Because there is such a strong link between research
and academic programs, most respondents focused on

increasing the flexibility of research programs with the

assumption that academic programs would naturally
benefit.

FUTURE ISSUES IN TRANSPORTATION
AND TRANSPORTATION EDUCATION
AND TRAIMNG

As the response to the survey illustrates, the focus of
programs in transportation education has changed very
iittie in recent years and, what is more, transportation
educators feel that they are too severely constrained in
both time and resources to be visionary in identifying
future problems and potential transportation solutions'
A recent report of the National Transportation Polícy
Study Commission (NTPSC), however, suggests that
futuie issues in transportation will continue the trend
toward rapidly changing problem definitions and, thus,
a reliance on nontraditional types of solutions (þ. tne
fotlowing 10 issue categories were listed in the NIPSC
report ai the more important problems to be resolved
¡V U.S. transportation po[cy through the year 2000:

1. Government policy mechanisms-What mech-
anisms can the government use to achieve its trans-
portation objectives in the least intrusive manner?- 2. Government regulation-Wbat role should the
government have in regulating the transportation in-
õustry? In addition, issues of air, water, and noise
pollution and environmental-impact-statement proce-
dures need to be addressed.

3. Government finance-Ho',v should government
provide the necessary funds to support transportation
systems (if at all)?- 4, Highway system management-Which levels of
government should be responsible for funding various
portions of highwaY "needs"?

5. International transportation-What transporta-
tion policies should the U.S. government follow in in-
ternational trade?

6. Public transportation-How will adequate public
transportation be provided? Who will pay for this ser-
vice ?

7. Transportation technology-How should suf-
ficient leveb õf research and development be provided
so as to ensure technological advancement in trans-
portation?- 8. Intergovernmental relations-Whatinstitutional
relations should exist to encourage effective policy-
making and imPlementation?

9. Energy and transportation-How can transporta-
tion systems provide the most energy-efficient move-
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ment of people and freight at the least social and eco-
nomic costs ?

10. Economic development and land use-How should
decisions on transportation investment be related to
impacts on community development (and vice versa)?

Although these issues were identified as topics that
must be addressed by the federal government, most of
them will have a significant impact at aII levels of
government and will thus require some attention at these
levels as well, Furthermore, it is clear that the resolu-
tion of these issues will require concerted efforts by
government, industry, and academia and wiII also rely
heavily on the ability of transportation professionals to
draw on a diverse background of skills and insights
that cut across most traditional disciplines. An educa-
tional program that prepares a student for the types of
issues to be faced, the ways in which the issues can be

addressed, and the role that he or she has in both the
technical and political processes that are used to resolve
the issues is an important first step in the development
ol a group of transportation professionals who will ef-
fectively participate in future transportation decisions.
AIso important in this regard is the provision of op-
portunities for professionals who received their educa-
iion and training in one area to reeducate themselves,
given that the transportation problems as seen by
society have become quite different from those dis-
cussed in graduate school Years.

The issues outlined in the NTPSC report will clearly
be important topics for research and thoughtful con-
sideration, but do they represent topical areas that
should receive substantial exposure in educational pro-
grams? Perhaps they are not specific course or
subject material, but they do represent nerr areas
of application for existing analysis methods and in
many cases will require new methodologies that must
be developed to address a changing perception of what
the real problems in transportation are. Although we

do not purport to have any significant insight on future
problems in transportation, we do offer the following
iist of substantive areas of investigation that could well
be incorporated into academic (and research) pro-
grams.

Project and Program Implementation

The transportation profession has focused almost ex-
clusively on the design and evaluation aspects of trans-
portation projects and programs in the past. Given
lhe politicization of the transportation planning process
in the 19?0s and the new types of transportation strat-
egies being considered, understanding the barriers to
successful program or projeet implementation and
developing implementation strategies that will take
these barriers into account are becoming important
skills tor the transportation professionåI. An effective
approach to teaching this material should include ex-
põÈure to political science and organizational studies,
àlttrougtr most transportation educators could, without
formal training in these disciplines, do a good job in
Nehlighting many of the important implementation con-
siderations.

Instit¡tional Analysis

The institutional type of analysis is closely related to
many of the concepts discussed as part ofthe imple-
mentation issue. Although it is a relatively new area
of study, institutional analysis will become more im-
portant in the next decade as the focus of transportation
issues turns to decision making and implementation. In
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essence, institutional analysis is a study approach that
uses elements of economic, political, and organizational
theory to identÍfy administrative and political factors
that affect the formulation and implementation of
policies, programs, and projects. The value of such
an approach to a transportation professior¡al is that it
is helpful in (a) understanding current instih¡tional in-
teractions and thus being able to identify key structural
variables that constrain innovation and/or implementa-
tion, (b) identifying strategies of instiürtional change
that would not only be effective on a Iimited scale but
would also greatly contribute to the understanding of
larger-scale innovation, (c) contributing to the formula-
tion of an effective implementation strategy for trans-
portation programs ald projects, and (d) predicting the
effects on organization output of a change in organiza-
tional structure.

Operational Planning

The methodological balance in transportation plaruring
has started to shift away from the analysis methodol-
ogies related to large-scale facility construction toward
analysis approaches that exa.mine the operational char-
acteristics of transportation systems. This shift is
likely to continue in the next decade. Operational con-
trol strategies and operational plarming wiII thus be-
come important areas of education and research.

Management 
l

Many current U.S. transportation policies are related I

in some way to the management of transportation
properties. Management skills are needed not only
in public-sector agencies but also in transportation
firms in the private sector. Many graduates of trans-
portation programs end up in management roles and are
often unprepared for the type of work that they must do.
Budget, administration, decision-making authority,
and functional responsibilities are issues that underpin
many of the problems in the transportation sector, and
yet these are issues that many transportation graduates
know very little about.

RoIe of the Private Sector

One of the surprising results of the survey was that most
transportation graduates of the surveyed programs ended
up in public-sector or public-sector-related jobs. Fur-
ther questioning made it apparent that the transportation
students were not at all exposed during their academic
eriperience to the role of the private sector in transporta-
tion and in other sectors of the economy. The focus was
clearly on methodologies but, more importantly, on
methodologies that would be applied in public-sector
contexts. This is the issue area in which changes in
the transportation environment rvill probably be most
dramatic. The private sector already has an important
role to play in transportation and economic develop-
ment in this cotrntry, and its role is likely to increase
during the next decade. Thus, the transportation
student who learns about planning methodologies and t¡e
heavy reliance of plarrring procedures on federal
planning regulations but who does not understand the
motivation of private developers and their influence in
the political decision-ma]ing process is in for a rude
awal<ening on his or her first job.

Decision Making

The final area of academic pursuit, which some have
placed at the top of their priority list a¡rd others think
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it inappropriate to even address in an educational pro-
gram, related to two questions: Ho'w are decisions
made? How should decisions be made?

The focus of current transportation education is on
the understanding and use of analysis and design
methodologies that will be used by the student once
he or she leaves the university. This is indeed a most
appropriate focus for an educational program. How-
ever, the danger of an overemphasis on methodology is
that the first question sh¡dents are taught to ask is what
analysis techniques will be useful to address the prob-
lem rather than what the underlying problems are that
need to be addressed, what decision-maling process
will be used to make a final decision, what information
is needed in this decision-making process, and then
what type of anaLysis techniques will be used to provide
the necessary information.

Summary

These six areas of investigation could be usefully ap-
plied at all levels of transportation plaruring and
analysis-federal, state, regional, and local. Althougþ
these areas do rely on interests and expertise not
usually found in programs in transportation education,
they do represent major new areas (methodological and
otherwise) that will be facing transportation and trans-
portation education and training in the 1980s.

.-- CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Transportation education and training in the United
States have changed over time to reflect the different
proble m pe rcepti ons and methodological deve lopments
that have occurred threrghout the history of transporta-
tion. In most cases, however, this change has occurred
slowly and only then in response to the changing en-
vironment of the profession. Furthermore, change has
not been uniformly adopted by all universities, and this
has resulted in difïerent schools viewing themselves as
pr oducing different type s of transportation prof e ssi onals.
Some transportation programs remain oriented toward
engineering design and operations, whereas others focus
more on systems-analysis applications and still others
are more oriented toward planning.

This paper has shown that dramatic changes have
occurred in the emphasis of transportation problems
during the past and has suggested that even more
dramatic changes are likely to occur in the future.
Will some programs in transportation education now head
in another direction to reflect this rapidly changing en-
vironment? Some programs are indeed starting to
change their focus by incorporating greater concern
for system management into the curriculum, but it is
still too soon to identify this as a major trend.

The survey of TRB university representatives re-
sulted in the following observations:

1. The substantive areas of knowledge that graduate
students were required to take in those programs that
included required courses were almost exclusively
related to developing a familiarity with analytic methods
and other tools of analysís. In most cases, this meant
cqlrses in systems analysis, microeconomics, sta-
tistics, and operations research.

2. The most common me¿ùns of incorporating new
ideas, methodologies, and problem statements into the
educational program was by modifying existing courses.
The types of courses in the core of most transportation
programs that were investigated, however, had not
significantly changed in the past five years.

3. Transportation educators agree that a graduate
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of their program should be skillful in the use of quantita-
tive methods but should also be aware of the arena in
which the transportation planner or engÌneer operates'

4, Most of the transportation graduates of the pro-
grams surveyed end up in pubtc-sector or public-
sector-related jobs.

5. The major transportation issues identified as

those that need to be faced in the 1980s are similar
to some of those identified in the NTPSC report (?Ð.
The several omissions can be e4plained by an un-
familiarity r¡øÌth these types of issues among those

surveyed.
6. Several constraints-both intrauniversity and

external-hinder the development of an educational
program that can produce professionals who have the

ìrecõssary background to address the new transporta-
tion issues. A lack of funds and of appropriate re-
search projects was viewed as being critieal in this
regard.

Finally, we feel that the following are some of the

ma¡or isãúes to be faced by the transportation profes-
sioí in the next decade that can be addressed Ín an

educational program: problems of project and program
implementation, institutional analysis, o,perational
platning, management skills, the role of the private
sector, and the decision-making process.

Thiå paper has raised questions about the focus of
programs in transportation education in this country
äo¿-tttu ability of the academic community to identify
issues of substance that are likely to dominate the

transportation field during the next 10 years.ard be-
yond.' Clearly, however, every school is different in
irirat it is tryilg to accomplish and the constraints it
faces in doing so. Therefore, recommended courses
of action, no-matter at what level, will probably not

address ihe issues that some schools are facing and

*ight 
"u"tt 

be in conflict ¡¡¡ith the goals of other schools'
Thã concerns raised in this paper, however, can be

addressed by opening a dialogue between educators at
different schools and between educators and practition-
ers on the types of education programs needed in the

transportation field. Althotgh there are many rüays

in which such a dialogue could be encouraged, we feel
that more effort by transportation research orgarúza-
tions such as TRB and by academic institutions in
sponsoring symposiums or con"ferences that focus on

these issues is a necessary begindng.
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